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YOU CAN STOP GUM DISEASE
THIS
THIS IS
IS A
A MIGHTY
MIGHTY BIG
BIG STATEMENT
STATEMENT THAT
THAT REQUIRES
REQUIRES AN
AN EXPLANATION.
EXPLANATION.
FIRST,
FIRST, THINK
THINK ABOUT
ABOUT THIS
THIS QUESTION:
QUESTION: IF
IF THERE
THERE WERE
WERE A
A SPECIES
SPECIES WHOSE
WHOSE ONLY
ONLY MEANS
MEANS OF
OF
GETTING
GETTING NUTRITION
NUTRITION WAS
WAS BY
BY CHEWING
CHEWING FOOD,
FOOD, AND
AND IF
IF THIS
THIS SPECIES
SPECIES HAD
HAD RAMPANT
RAMPANT TOOTH
TOOTH AND
AND
GUM
GUM DISEASE
DISEASE CAUSING
CAUSING THE
THE LOSS
LOSS OF
OF THOSE
THOSE PRECIOUS
PRECIOUS TEETH,
TEETH, WHAT
WHAT WOULD
WOULD HAPPEN
HAPPEN TO
TO THAT
THAT
SPECIES
SPECIES OVER
OVER THOUSANDS
THOUSANDS OF
OF YEARS
YEARS OF
OF EVOLUTION?
EVOLUTION?

T

he
heanswer:
answer:This
Thisspecies
specieswould
woulddie
dieoff,
off,
because
becauseititcouldn’t
couldn’tsurvive
surviveover
overtime.
time.
Now
Nowconsider
considerthis
thisfact:
fact:Primitive
Primitive
man
man and
and woman
woman from
from Paleolithic
Paleolithic and
and
Mesolithic
Mesolithic periods
periods did
did not
not have
have gum
gum
disease
diseaseor
ortooth
toothdecay.
decay.Why
Whyisisthat?
that?
Let’s
Let’s step
step back
back and
and consider
consider animals
animals
in
in the
the wild.
wild. They
They don’t
don’t develop
develop dental
dental
decay
decay or
or gum
gum disease
disease or
or degenerative
degenerative
diseases
diseases like
like modern-day
modern-day humans,
humans, and
and
they
they don’t
don’t get
get fat
fat like
like modern-day
modern-day
humans,
humans, either.
either. They
They may
may lose
lose aa tooth
tooth
in
in combat,
combat, and
and they
they do
do gain
gain weight
weight
intentionally
intentionally to
to prepare
prepare for
for the
the cold,
cold,
winter
winter months
months or
or hibernation,
hibernation, but
but they
they
use
use this
this storage
storage naturally
naturally and
and lose
lose itit
naturally.
naturally. They
They eat
eat food
food in
in the
the wild
wild when
when
their
their bodies
bodies tell
tell them
them they
they are
are hungry,
hungry,
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and
and they
they stop
stop eating
eating when
when their
their bodies
bodies
tell
tell them
them they
they are
are full.
full. But
But get
get this:
this: When
When
chimpanzees
chimpanzees and
and other
other wild
wild animals
animals are
are
raised
raised in
in captivity,
captivity, they
they do
do have
have dental
dental
problems;
problems; they
they do
do get
get fat;
fat; and
and they
they do
do
develop
develop chronic
chronic degenerative
degenerative diseases
diseases ifif
they
theyare
arenot
notfed
fedtheir
theirnatural
naturaldiets.
diets.
The
Thedifferences
differencesbetween
betweenwild
wildanimals
animals
and
and us
us are
are that
that there
there are
are no
no fast
fast foods
foods
or
or sugary
sugary drinks
drinks or
or frozen
frozen dinners
dinners with
with
aa gazillion
gazillion additives
additives and
and preservatives
preservatives
in
in the
the wild.
wild. Wild
Wild animals
animals don’t
don’t eat
eat meat
meat
that
that has
has been
been artificially
artificially fattened
fattened with
with
hormones
hormonesand
andantibiotics.
antibiotics.And
Andthey
theydon’t
don’t
eat
eat genetically
genetically modified
modified foods
foods that
that have
have
never
never been
been tested
tested for
for long-term
long-term effects
effects
on
on their
their bodies.
bodies. Wild
Wild animals
animals eat
eat what
what
their
their bodies
bodies have
have been
been designed
designed to
to eat
eat

for
for thousands
thousands of
of years.
years. In
In contrast,
contrast, we
we
eat
eat what
what has
has been
been processed,
processed, refined,
refined,
hybridized,
hybridized,and
andgenetically
geneticallymodified
modifiedover
over
the
the last
last several
several decades.
decades. Our
Our bodies
bodies are
are
rebelling.
rebelling.
Primitive
Primitive man
man and
and woman
woman were
were
hunters
hunters and
and gatherers.
gatherers. They
They ate
ate the
the
foods
foods that
that their
their environments
environments provided
provided
for
forthem.
them.They
Theydid
didnot
noteat
eatthe
theprocessed,
processed,
refined,
refined, hybridized,
hybridized, and
and genetically
genetically
modified
modified“foods”
“foods”we
westuff
stuffinto
intoour
ourbodies
bodies
every
everyday.
day.
Today,
Today, over
over 95
95 percent
percent of
of all
all gum
gum
disease
disease and
and tooth
tooth decay
decay isis caused
caused by
by
harmful
harmful bacteria
bacteria in
in our
our mouths.
mouths. And
And
harmful
harmfulbacteria
bacteriain
inour
ourmouths
mouthsare
arecreated
created
by
by harmful
harmful bacteria
bacteria in
in our
our gut.
gut. And
And
harmful
harmful bacteria
bacteria in
in our
our gut
gut are
are increased
increased
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TODAY, OVER 95 PERCENT OF ALL GUM DISEASE AND TOOTH
DECAY IS CAUSED BY HARMFUL BACTERIA IN OUR MOUTHS. AND
HARMFUL BACTERIA IN OUR MOUTHS ARE CREATED BY HARMFUL
BACTERIA IN OUR GUT.

by eliminating the bad foods, specifically
grains and grain products, as well as
processed foods containing high fructose
corn syrup and other refined sugars. In
addition, you could include fermented
foods like sauerkraut and yogurt and
kefir daily, which may help repopulate
the good bacteria in your gut and replace
the bad bacteria. Of course, this will take
time. It won’t happen in just a few weeks.
So be patient.
Along with improving the nutritional
balance in your body, the source of major
gum problems could be treated with the
PerioLase® Laser, that which kills the
bacteria causing this disease without harming
healthy cells and without using a scalpel or
sutures. It also helps grow new bone.
Laser treatment results in better
outcomes with less discomfort and
quicker recovery times than traditional
surgical methods. The laser treatment
is called LANAP® (Laser Assisted New

Attachment Procedure).
So here’s the bottom line. You can
stop gum disease by:
•
Making healthier food choices
•
Repopulating
the
friendly
bacteria in your gut by eating a variety of
fermented foods
•
Eliminating unhealthy mouth
bacteria through the use of evidencebased, patient-friendly treatment
•
Repairing any damage that has
already been done in your mouth with
necessary dental treatment
•
Maintaining a
healthy body through
healthy eating and
a physically active
lifestyle, incorporating
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by certain foods we eat—specifically
dense
carbohydrates
and
refined
sugars—those highly processed, refined,
hybridized, and genetically modified
“foods” of modern-day lifestyles.
Current medical evidence suggests
that
many
modern-day
diseases,
including gum disease, may have their
root cause from the unhealthy bacteria
in our gut. If we can transform the
harmful bacteria in our gut into friendly
bacteria, then many of our modern-day
diseases might be significantly reduced
or eliminated altogether.
Wow! What a powerful possibility!
What do you think might happen to
gum disease if we actually address the
nutritional causes of the disease, and
then treat it with the most cutting-edge
method that is becoming the standard of
care in dentistry today?
Here is what you could do: You could
make healthier choices with your meals

stress reduction. 
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for thousands of years. In contrast, we
eat what has been processed, refined,
hybridized, and genetically modified over
the last several decades. Our bodies are
rebelling.
Primitive man and woman were
hunters and gatherers. They ate the
foods that their environments provided
for them. They did not eat the processed,
refined, hybridized, and genetically
modified “foods” we stuff into our bodies
every day.
Today, over 95 percent of all gum
disease and tooth decay is caused by
harmful bacteria in our mouths. And
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